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CHAPTER II
THE COUNTRY SCHOOL

JANET:

We are visiting today with Mrs. Tillie Hoth at
her home, 300 North Main, in Holyrood,
Kansas to record her experiences as a teacher
of a one-room schoolhouse in Ellsworth County.

JANET:

Tillie, would you tell in what year you began
teaching?

TILLIE:

I began teaching, my first year was 1935 and
1936, the year after I graduated out of high
school.

JANET:

What was it named and where was it located?

TILLIE:

It was called Hillside School because it was
built on the side of a hill and it was about
seven miles east of Lorraine, Kansas.

JANET:

Then you later taught at other one-room
schoolhouses.

Would you tell the names of

those and where they were located or was it
just one other?
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TILLIE :

It was just one other and it was called
the Canyon School because it was sort of built
down in between the hills and the canyon and
that is the same school I went to all the
years in grade school.

I taught there four

years.
JANET:

If you taught at Canyon School four years, how
long had you taught at the Hillside School?

TILLIE:

I taught there two years.

JANET:

Then in 1935-1936, your first year of teaching,
what were the requirements for a teacher to
start teaching?

TILLIE:

I had just graduated out of high school in 1934
and had no intention of teaching school.

I

w9rked in a cafe in Lorraine for all winter
and I thought that was it.

I found out about

this school, Hillside, which was only about
three miles from my home.

I had an aunt that

was on the school board, so I applied for the
school and got it.
tificate.

Then I had to get acer-

So I went to school in Abilene for

four weeks, where they just reviewed you over
eighth grade materials.

I came back and took
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a test at the county seat.

If you passed it

and had a grade of 80 and above you got a
second-grade county certificate.

The next

year I went back and studied again and went
back and took the test again.
to be 90 and above then.

Your grades had

I got a first-grade

county certificate, which was as good then,
you could teach as long as you wanted at that
time with either a first-grade or second-grade
county certificate.

I never went to school

one bit, never had one hour of college.

JANET:

Where did you live while teaching at your
first school?

TILLIE:

I lived with my folks for both schools.

One

school was east of my home and the other one
was north of my home.

JANET:

Were teachers allowed to be married while
teaching?

TILLIE:

No, you could not be married and teach school.
Men could teach the very same school and the
very same thing you did at that time, but
would get paid more money than a woman did.
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JANET:

Did you know of any men teaching at a
surrounding school?

TILLIE:

No, I didn't know of any men teaching in a
country school.

It was mostly always women,

young women, young girls.
JANET:

Men couldn't be married?

TILLIE:

Yes, I think they could be.

JANET:

Was it considered "good money" at the time
to teach?

TILLIE:

It was considered good money.

But the first

year I only got $40 a month.

The second year

I got $45 a month.

The third year I moved to

Canyon School, the reason being that they
offered m~ $60 a month and that was a big raise.
Times were different then.

When I made $40 a

month, I was very happy to get it because
there weren't any jobs then.

On the $40 a

month, when I stayed at home, I gave my parents
$10 a month for board and room.
ters and a brother.

I had two sis-

They hadn't any money, so

I gave them each a quarter a month.

They

thought they had the world by the tail because
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they had some money.

I distinctly remember

that I had $78 in the bank when school was
out that first year.

That was only $78 but

that amounted to quite a bit in comparison to
today.

I was very happy to have it in the bank.

JANET:

This was during the Depression?

TILLIE:

Yes, this was toward the end of the time.

JANET:

Going back to your first year of teaching,
could you describe what a typical school day
was like, and how you handled all the grade
levels?

TILLIE:

How many students did you have?

The first year I taught I had three eighth
graders, three sixth graders and two third
graders, I believe.

Of those eight students

three of them were my cousins.

I taught

cousins in both country schools and I have to
say, even though they were cousins, they called
me, Miss Hoffman.
JANET:

A teacher was granted a lot of respect?

TILLIE:

Teachers were respected then.

JANET:

Parents did expect their children to be
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respectful of the teacher, is that right?
TILLIE:

That's right.

JANET:

Did school begin after Labor Day?

TILLIE:

If I remember right, school began on Labor
Day.

We had eight months.

It ended in April.

It started at 9:00 and ended at 4:00.
JANET:

When students came in in the morning what
were they required to do?

TILLIE:

They played until 9:00 outdoors if it was warm.

JANET:

Teacher didn't need to supervise?

TILLIE:

No, teacher didn't have to go out.

JANET:

Did you ring a class bell at 9:00?

TILLIE:

I never did have a great big bell, but I had
a bell and they would come in.

During warm

weather we always stood outside because
there was a flagpole on the grounds and you
always had to put up the flag first thing in
the morning.
took it down.

Then you wanted to make sure you
The flag was not allowed to be

up after sundown.

I remember one time dis-
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tinctly I forgot to take it down and I had
to make a trip back to school to take it down.
We would stand outside on the steps and we
would say the Flag Salute when weather was
nice.

We would always say The Lord's Prayer

after we said the Flag Salute.
JANET:

All the students followed teacher in and then?

TILLIE:

They took their seats and always in the morning, first of all, we sang.

I shudder to think

what it probably sounded like because I can't
sing.

I didn't play the piano then, but we

sang songs for the first 15 minutes, then we
had our classes.

We usually had Reading first.

(After the interview Tillie added that she
always read to the students after singing and
then again after lunch.)

You always took care

of the little kids first of all.

We had a sand

table, so when they didn't have any work to do
they would play in the sand table.

They brought

their own toys to put in the sand table to play
with.

We usually had Reading first of all,

because I thought that was most important.
Then we had Math, so they had that to work on.
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Each class came up on the recitation bench
to have their class and then go back.

We

had the various classes during the day.

We

had recess, first recess was at 10:15 to
10:30, lunch was always from 12:00 to 1:00.
Second recess was 2:15 to 2:30 and school was
out at 4:00.

JANET:

Did students bring their own lunches?

TILLIE:

They always brought their own lunch.

The

second school that I taught in, some days the
mothers would send kettles of soup or something
like that and we put them on top of the stove
to keep it hot and I would serve it to them and
they would eat it with the rest of the food
they had brought to have a partially hot
lunch.
JANET:

What did they bring their lunches in--a lunch
pail?

TILLIE:

Usually a syrup bucket, that type of container.
They didn't have regular lunch boxes as they
do now, no fancy ones.

JANET:

What did children bring in the lunches to eat?
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TILLIE:

Usually jelly bread or peanut butter bread,
for sandwiches, homemade bread.

And they

would bring maybe a cookie or piece of cake
and an apple.
JANET:

If you were teaching Reading to the younger
students, were the older ones also having
Reading at the same time?

TILLIE:

No, they had work to do of some type at their
seat, or reading a book, but they had work of
some type from the day before; Math or something to work on.

JANET:

Were students assigned homework?

TILLIE:

If they didn't get it done.

You didn't assign

homework, as such.
JANET:

Did you have a library shelf with library
books?

TILLIE:

We had one set of encyclopedias and I can't
tell you what the name of those were.

In the

second school there was a library with glass
doors.
JANET:

It was full of books for them to read.

Did you stress story writing or compositions?
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TILLIE:

No, we did not do that.

JANET:

Do you recall what subjects were required of
the different grade levels?

Third grade

would have a slightly different curriculum
than the older students?
TILLIE:

When I first started teaching in the first
country school Social Studies was first introduced.

Each year you got a course of study

from the state that you were to follow.

The

older kids had to look up their questions.
They had the encyclopedias or their textbooks.
The littler kids you told them stories about
what you wanted them to remember.

I distinctly

remember, the third grade kids, we had talked
about the rubber trees and they were called
weeping trees.

And one of the little girls,

when I asked her about them, she called them
crying trees.
The third grade had Reading, Writing, Arithme•
tic, Spelling, English and Social Studies.
They all had to have Social Studies.

If they

couldn't read, as I say, you told them stories
or read them stories about it.
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Eighth grade had Reading, Writing, Arithmetic, Spelling, a course called Agriculture,

u.s.

History, Geography, Social Studies,

Kansas History .
JANET:

Were students given report cards during the
year?

TILLIE:

Oh yes, every month you gave them a report
card.

JANET:

When students completed the eighth grade were
they required to pass a mastery test?

TILLIE:

When they completed the seventh grade they
had to go to the county seat and take a test.
If they didn't pass it they couldn't go on to
the eighth grade.
way.

In the eighth grade the same

The only thing was in the country school

they had this chance.

If they failed it in

April, they could study that month and go back
and take it again in May.

I helped one girl,

who failed the seventh grade test.

I went

back the month and helped her to review over
it and she passed it then.
JANET:

Did students generally go on to high school?
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TILLIE:

Not all of them.

I can 1 t remember that too

many of mine did at first.
JANET:

Were they needed at home on the farm?

TILLIE:

Yes, or else it was not easy to get to high
school either.

JANET:

You mean travelwise?

TILLIE:

Travelwise.

JANET:

Did you have Thanksgiving or Christmas vacation?

TILLIE:

Thanksgiving was always Thursday and Friday.
Christmas was usually about a week.

JANET:

Who decided the school calendar?

TILLIE:

The school board did.

There were three

members on the school board and they did the
deciding.
JANET:

You had a recitation bench and that was used
only during Reading, or how was it used?

TILLIE:

Every class (subject) they came up there,
except, maybe, Spelling, where they had to
write.

Otherwise, every class came up on the
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recitation bench and recited.

They were to

read the material, just like the kids do
today, and you asked them questions over it or
else you read it together in class time, their
history, geography and those things.
JANET:

What happened if a student could not answer
any of the questions?

TILLIE:

Nothing very serious.
happening that much.

I don't remember it

I don't remember all

the six years I taught in country school, I
do not remember any discipline problems that
I had.
JANET:

Do you think it was a matter of the teacher's
presence and how she presented herself or
were the times different?

TILLIE:

It was both.

I have a commanding voice.

know when I say something, I mean it.
always fair.

They

I was

Back in those days, ordinarily,

if a child got punished in school he would
get punished at home that night also.

Parents

and kids respected teachers more then and
thought teachers knew something.

Today many

of them don't think you know anything.
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JANET:

On a lighter note, could you tell about
recess time?

Was teacher outside moni -

toring?
TILLIE:

You did not have to go out, if you had kids
stay in, sometimes that was a punishment,
usually, if you didn't get something done,
they stayed in and got help.
I would go out.

But otherwise

We played games.

names of the games were:

Some of the

pump-pump pull

away, beckon-beckon, anti-over, marbles
and [fox and geese].

For anti-over you

choose sides and throw the ball over the
schoolhouse and if someone caught it, they
would hide it and some of them would go
around on one side and you never knew which
one had the ball.

If they touched you with

the ball, you had to be on their side.

The

goal of the game was to catch everyone on the
other side so you would win.
softball.

We played

In the winter time the kids were

dressed for cold weather.

We would go out

and make snowmen.
There was a game we played where you made a
great big circle in the snow and in the center
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was the home base, you made paths from the
center to the outside and if they caught you,
the goal of the game was to catch everyone
(fox and geese].
JANET:

Did children ever play with a jumprope or
did they have any materials to play with?

TILLIE:

Some of them brought jacks when you could not
go outside, but I don't remember jumpropes.

JANET:

What about board games or Math relays?

TILLIE:

Every Friday afternoon for at least an hour
we would have Spelling races.

We had addition,

subtraction and multiplication races on the
board, or they could do it during recess.
played Hangman, where you guess a word.

They
We

used the board a lot.

JANET:

Did children seem to like going to the board?

TILLIE:

Oh, sure.

JANET:

Did you once tell me that your Spelling game
was called a Spelldown?

TILLIE:

We had a Spelldown, yes.

You would see which
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one could stay up the longest to spell words.
You let them stay up as long as they could
spell words.

Depending on which grade they

were from, you 1 d take words from that grade
for that person to spell.
JANET:

Did children have to bring supplies to school?
Did they buy their own pencils and books and
where they get them from?

TILLIE:

The books were brought from the county seat,
but they had to buy them.

They had to buy

their supplies.
JANET:

Who decided what a teacher was allowed to do
if a student misbehaved?

Did you get to

decide that yourself?
TILLIE:

No one ever told me.

I suppose if I had had

problems it would have been the county superintendent who would have decided.

But never

having had any problems, I can't tell, but
I'm sure it was the county superintendent.
He came to visit school once a year.
JANET:

Did you know of anyone who was dismissed
during a school year?
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TILLIE:

Not that I know of.

JANET:

Did parents ever disagree with you about your
way of keeping order in a classroom?

TILLIE:

I don't ever recall that they did.

JANET:

Numerous parents were related to you?

TILLIE:

Yes, on both school boards I had a relative.
An aunt was on the first school board at Hill side and an uncle was on the school board at
Canyon.

JANET:

Do you remember names of school board members?

TILLIE:

First school (Hillside) was Ella Rathbun, who
was my aunt, Lank Rathbun and Harold Dragomeier.

At Canyon Robert Kempke was my uncle,

Bill Roth and Charles Heitschmidt.
JANET:

While you were teaching country school was
there also public school in town?

TILLIE:

Yes.

JANET:

Why both?

TILLIE:

Transportation was not easy, getting to town
schools.

It was not long after my teaching
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in country schools that they did away with
one- room schools.

In the Depression days

transportation was difficult.
JANET:

Did children travel by foot?

TILLIE:

If they lived close, they did, otherwise their
dad had to bring them in a one-room cart or a
buggy.

And I suppose some of them rode horses

to school.

But I recall parents bringing them

most of the time.
JANET:

Did they require you to be in charge of
activities outside of school time?

TILLIE:

No, there weren't any activities outside.

JANET:

Was there a problem with teacher turnover?

TILLIE:

No, I was just lucky that I got in both rural
schools at that time.

JANET:

Did you have any beginning of the year or
end of the year activities?

TILLIE:

We didn't have any beginning but during the
year we always had a Halloween program to
which everyone in the vicinity was invited.
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We always had a Christmas program.

On the

last day of school was a pot-luck dinner,
races and all kinds of activities that day.
Then not every year, but several years, we
had a box supper during the winter to make
money so the school would have some money to
buy some supplies, library books.

All the

women brought boxes and we had someone be an
auctioneer and they would auction the boxes
off.

The men would buy the boxes and they

would eat dinner with this person whose box
they bought.
If you had a teacher who had a boyfriend, he
always wanted her box.

All men would bid on

it too and he would spend a lot of money
getting his girlfriend's box; because he
would want to eat with her.
JANET:

Were you the one who decided there would be
a Halloween program?

TILLIE:

Yes, also sometimes during noon hour at Canyon School, there was a lot of creeks and so
forth,so, many times we would all go out in
the Springtime, especially, and pick daisies,
violets.

We were allowed to do so.

In the
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Fall we would pick sumac leaves and take
them back to the schoolhouse and decorate
the schoolhouse for Halloween or for Fall.
I remember one program especially I had
decided I would learn to play the piano, so
that I could play for them.

I took lessons

from Mrs. Staber in Lorraine and I was doing
well for taking lessons for several years.
One Halloween program I was playing a song
for them to sing.

I looked up and saw Mrs.

Staber and I got frightened, stage fright, I
guess you would call it.
play anymore.
that .

Anyhow, I couldn't

I never played the piano after

Mrs. Staber laughs about it to this day,

but we have talked about it.
JANET:

If we speak of the students now, at what age
could a child begin school?

TILLIE:

They were six when they came [by January 1).

JANET:

Did a younger child ever come with an older
brother or sister?

TILLIE:

No, not when I was there.

JANET:

Did many children move in or out during the
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school year?
TILLIE:

No, they were all farmers substantially
set there, settled there.

JANET:

How far away from the schoolhouse did the
children usually live, more than five miles?

TILLIE:

Yes, I had one set of cousins who lived
farther than five miles.

JANET:

The occupation of parents was usually farming?

TILLIE:

It was always farming, the mothers were home.

JANET:

Did children have chores to do at home before
and after school?

TILLIE:

Oh, sure.

JANET:

If school started at 9:00, when did you arrive?

TILLIE:

I had to arrive soon enough to get the schoolhouse warm.

In the first school, in Hillside

where I taught, we burned coal.

I couldn't

bank the stove at night to have it warm in the
morning or have a fire because there was a
crack in the stove.

So I did not dare leave

a fire for fear the schoolhouse would catch
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on fire.

At Canyon School they had an oil

burning stove so the schoolhouse was warm.
At Hillside I had to go across the road to
my aunt 1 s windmill to get water for that
day, a bucket of water.

At that school we

had a tin cup, a dipper, in the water bucket.
Everybody drank out of the same dipper.

Then

at Canyon there was a well on the school
ground, so I could go out there and pump my
water.

Each person had their own tin cup

hanging on a nail in the wall.
pared your lessons for that day.

Then you preAfter school

I always did the sweeping, chores, empty the
ashes.
JANET:

Were children involved in helping you with
chores?

TILLIE:

They usually liked to dust the erasers.
would take them outside to dust them.
were also boards to wash each night.

They
There

Many

times we would put sweeping compound on the
floors and leave it on a couple of days.
kids would walk on this.
floors.

The

That would oil the

When you swept it up you would put it

in a big container and you could use it again.
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The desks were all fastened on each side
on runners, so that you could push the whole
row of seats over to one side to sweep and
then push them back.
itorial work.

You did your own jan-

But I did it at night because

I didn't want to have to do it in the morning.
JANET:

What was the greatest number of students you
might have taught at one time?

TILLIE:

At Canyon I had ten.

I never did have all

eight grades [at once].
JANET:

Did you have the older students help the
younger students with a lesson?

TILLIE:

If it were necessary, or if they needed to,
or if I was busy.

There were rules.

If they

wanted to go to the bathroom, they held up
one finger.

If you were busy with the rest,

you didn't want to stop and answer questions.
If they wanted to talk to someone they held
up two fingers.

So you knew what they wanted

to do.
JANET:

Did most students complete all eight grades?

TILLIE:

Yes.
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JANET:

Did all of your students speak English
when they arrived?

TILLIE:

Yes.

JANET:

What was the background of students, German?

TILLIE:

Most were of German background.

JANET:

How did students dress in hot and cold weather?

TILLIE:

I really don't remember, they didn't wear
shorts then.

They wore the same [as now],

except they wore heavier clothes in the winter
time than in the summertime.

The girls wore

dresses and boys wore overalls.

JANET:

Let's try to talk about the school building.
If a child held up one finger, if they needed
to use the restroom,where did they g o ?

TILLIE:

They didn't mess around to go to the bathroom
like they do now .

The toilets, they were not

called bathrooms, were outside behind the
schoolhouse.

They were built together and in

between was the coal shed.

The boys' toilet

on the left side and girls' toilet on the
other side, the right side.
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JANET:

Was your first country school, Hillside,
made of wood?

TILLIE:

They were both wooden buildings.

JANET:

How far was Hillside School from the nearest town?

TILLIE:

It was seven miles from Lorraine.

JANET:

Was Canyon also close to Lorraine?

TILLIE:

I t would be about the same distance, I think.
When they did away with Canyon School, that
was after I was married and we were fixing
our house, my husband went down and bought
the outside door from them, as they were
selling things from the building.
the outside door to my back porch.

It is now
He thought

it would be neat, since I went there eight
years and taught four, to have that door in
our house.
JANET:

Those were public schools?

TILLIE:

Yes.

JANET:

Were there private schools?
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TILLIE:

To my knowledge there wasn't.

JANET:

What about lighting?

TILLIE:

You didn't need any, except for programs.
Parents brought gas lanterns and coal-oil
lanterns for light.

The programs were

given at night.
JANET:

If a student got thirsty, they had to raise
their hand again?

TILLIE:

It was allowed.

JANET:

Were there school districts as we have now?

TILLIE:

Yes, sure.

JANET:

Both schools were located in Ellsworth County?

TILLIE:

Yes.

JANET:

After your last year at Canyon, were you
required to get any other type of certificate?

TILLIE:

I could have gone with my certificate, but
when I first went to summer school, I wanted
to see what it would be like to go to school
(college).

I decided to work and get a life

certificate, a sixty-hour certificate.

That's
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when I went to Hays during the summer and
took correspondence and got it.

I don't

recall the year.
JANET:

Who was generally in charge of the upkeep
of the building, if it needed paint, new
window or furnace?

TILLIE:

The school board would see to it.

JANET:

Was there a major maintenance problem while
you were there?

TILLIE:

No.

JANET:

Did any of the schools have a physical change
while you were there, new desks or electricity?

TILLIE:

No, they could not afford that.

JANET:

What happened to your first schoolhouse?

TILLIE:

They were all torn down and sold after a
while, which is sad.

JANET:

Were windows located on the north and south
side?

TILLIE:

Yes.
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JANET:

This allowed breeze to 90 through?

TILLIE:

Right, and we had window shades.

JANET:

Did you have any bad storms occurring during
school time?

TILLIE:

I don't recall any, there was no storm cellar.

JANET:

Was there any playground equipment?

TILLIE:

No, only we had a ball and bat.

JANET:

The land your school was on, was it purchased
or given by the farmer?

TILLIE:

I guess it was given to the school by the
farmer.

It was given back to that farmer

after school was no longer held there, if
he wanted it.
JANET:

Where did the money come from to build the
school, state funded?

TILLIE:

I think it was funded.

JANET:

Did the community help construct it?

TILLIE:

That I can't tell you.

JANET:

Did you sign a contract?
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TILLIE:

Yes.

JANET:

Did you negotiate yourself for an increase
in pay?

TILLIE:

You did not negotiate.

You took what they

gave you, and was glad of it.
JANET:

How did you get your paychecks?

TILLIE:

Once a month a school board member came to
the school.

JANET:

Do you know why that first school was built
in the first place?

TILLIE:

No, I believe there were so many schools in
each territory, because there was no other
school around there.

JANET:

Was either school used for a community activity?

TILLIE:

They were not used for a voting place or
anything like that.

JANET:

Was there a PTA?

TILLIE:

No.

JANET:

Were there activities with nearby schools?
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TILLIE:

No, we didn't.

JANET:

Did you get to decide upon what textbooks
were going to be used in your schoolroom?

TILLIE:

No, that was decided by the state and reinforced by the county superintendent.

JANET:

Was there any type of rule book for students
or teacher to follow, a handbook?

TILLIE:

You had the course of study, for the
teacher's use.

JANET:

Did the State of Kansas send any other types
of booklets?

TILLIE:

No, but a week before school started, you
went to the county seat, with meetings every
day.

You got all kinds of supplies, materials,

information from different persons.

It was a

neat week to spend.
JANET:

What type of supplies would they give you?

TILLIE:

They would give you report cards and that
type of thing you needed to carry on the
school year.
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JANET:

The students provided paper and pencil,
a Big Chief Tablet?

TILLIE:

Yes, they didn't use notebook paper then.

JANET:

Was one Big Chief Tablet enough for the year?

TILLIE:

Oh, no.

JANET:

Did your school have a graduation exercise
at the end of the students' eighth grade?

TILLIE:

The county always did.

They went to Ellsworth

County Courthouse and would walk across the
stage.

They would give them their diplomas,

as they do now.

They would have a speaker.

We were all invited.
JANET:

Were there any arts and crafts?

TILLIE:

The first year I taught the girls embroidered
a set of pillow cases and a pot holder apiece.
The boys each made a neck tie holder.

We

didn't do it every year.
JANET:

Did they come to school knowing how to
embroider and such?

TILLIE:

I did have to teach them the crafts because
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some of the girls were very young, such as
third grade.
JANET:

If Social Studies was required, did you ever
use the newspaper for current events?

TILLIE:

We didn't have a newspaper, but we did have
once a week, current events,and each child was
to bring a news item and tell us about it in
school, from the newspaper or wherever they
might get it.

They had radios then and could

have gotten news from there, but a news item
to report on, a current event.
JANET:

Did you stress who the governor and President
was?

TILLIE:

The older kids in their Government course, in
which they had to learn that.

Eighth grade

had to know it especially for eighth grade
examinations.
JANET:

During your teaching in the country school the
economic times in Kansas were called "difficult"?

TILLIE:

Very difficult when I first started, before the
Depression was over and times were getting
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better by the end of my last year in the
country school.

The last that I taught in

rural school was the year World War II
broke out.
JANET:

Did you discuss World War II with the students?

TILLIE:

By then I was teaching in a town school and
everybody discussed the war and everyone was
very upset about it.

JANET:

Were some of your earlier students of the 30s
drafted?

TILLIE:

Two of the eighth grade boys from my first
year of teaching were drafted.

One of them

lived on the farm and he did not have to go.
JANET:

Did any students become so called "famous"?

TILLIE:

I kept track of my students, but no one
became famous, as such.

